You Ku‘uipo (Willie K)  Key C

INTRO: First two lines (melody)

C         F         G          F         C
On this island I found a way, to see the beauty of each passing day

F          G          F          F          C
Flowers that im-pale my love, Moments that some only hear of

F          G          F          C
Loving under a waterfall, Hearing the owl’s midnight call

F          G          F          C
Whispers from the ocean shell, Whispers that you and I can tell

CHORUS:

G

TACET: And you Ku‘uipo
F         C
Bring these moments to my mind
G
TACET: For you Ku‘uipo
F          G          G          (TWO STRUMS)
Are an island one of a kind
C
TACET: One of a kind

(OPTIONAL: bridge – verse melody)

C         F         G          F         C
In this land I found the way, To feel the beauty of each passing day

F          G          F          C
Rainbows, jewels of a misty crown, Craters covered with a silken gown

G          F          G          F          C
Stars that always shone so bright, Scattered throughout the lovely night

F          G          F          C
Where true love befell my soul, True love became upon a grassy knoll

(CHORUS)

F         G          F         C
Loving under a waterfall, Hearing the owl’s midnight call

F          G          F          C
Whispers from the ocean shell, Whispers that you and I can tell

(CHORUS) or (PLAY TO FADE)

G         F          G          F          C
Stars that always shone so bright, Scattered throughout the lovely night

F          G          F          C
Where true love befell my soul, True love became upon a grassy knoll
You Ku’uipo (Willie K)  Key G

INTRO:  First two lines (melody)

G   C   D   C   G
On this island I found a way, to see the beauty of each passing day
C   D   C   G
Flowers that im-pale my love, Moments that some only hear of
C   D   C   G
Loving under a waterfall, Hearing the owl’s midnight call
C   D   C   G
Whispers from the ocean shell, Whispers that you and I can tell

CHORUS:

D
TACET: And you Ku’uipo
C   G
Bring these moments to my mind
D
TACET: For you Ku’uipo
C   D   D (TWO STRUMS)
Are an island one of a kind
G
TACET: One of a kind

(OPTIONAL: bridge – verse melody)

G   C   D   C   G
In this land I found the way, To feel the beauty of each passing day
C   D   C   G
Rainbows, jewels of a misty crown, Craters covered with a silken gown
D   C   D   C   G
Stars that always shone so bright, Scattered throughout the lovely night
C   D   C   G
Where true love befell my soul, True love became upon a grassy knoll

(CHORUS)

C   D   C   G
Loving under a waterfall, Hearing the owl’s midnight call
C   D   C   G
Whispers from the ocean shell, Whispers that you and I can tell

(CHORUS)  or (PLAY TO FADE)

D   C   D   C   G
Stars that always shone so bright, Scattered throughout the lovely night
C   D   C   G
Where true love befell my soul, True love became upon a grassy knoll